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黃帝內經素問  

《四氣調神大論第二》  

Plain Questions 2 

Great Treatise on Attuning the Spirit to the Four Qì 

 

Introductory note: This chapter offers a guide to harmonizing the microcosm of the human body with the 
macrocosm in four steps: After describing the macrocosmic changes occurring in the natural environment, 
it instructs the reader on how to adjust the physical body in correspondence to macrocosmic changes by 
describing the appropriate physical behavior. Next, it discusses the proper mental-emotional state to reflect 
the macrocosmic qi, and then concludes by advising how to express this harmonization in concrete actions. 

This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching this chapter in the 
Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of Natural Medicine. 
It is currently being taught by Long Rihui and Sabine Wilms.  

  

SECTION ONE, PART ONE 

（一）春三月，此謂發陳，天地俱生，萬物以榮，夜臥早起，廣步於

庭，被髮緩形，以使志生，生而勿殺，予而勿奪，賞而勿罰，此春氣

之應，養生之道也。逆之則傷肝，夏為寒變，奉長者少。 

（二）夏三月，此謂蕃秀，天地氣交，萬物華實，夜臥早起，無厭於

日，使志無怒，使華英成秀，使氣得泄，若所愛在外，此夏氣之應，

養長之道也。逆之則傷心，秋為痎瘧，奉收者少，冬至重病。 

1) The three months of spring: This is [the season] referred to as “bursting forth and 
becoming manifest.” Heaven and Earth all engender life, and the ten thousand things 
thereby flourish. Go to bed [late] at night and rise early! Stroll the courtyard in leisure, 
untie your hair, and relax your outer form, thereby causing the will to “sprout”! Promote 
life instead of killing, give instead of taking, administer rewards instead of doling out 
punishments! This is responding to the qì of spring and the way of nurturing sprouting. If 
you go against it, you will damage the liver. [As the result,] in summer [you will see] 
pathological changes associated with cold, and you will lack provisions to support growth. 

2) The three months of summer: This is [the season] referred to as “thriving and bursting 
into full bloom.” The qì of Heaven and Earth intermingle, and the ten thousand things 
form flowers and fruit. Go to bed [late] at night and rise early! Do not get indolent during 
the day and do not let your will be affected by anger! Make it flourish and bear fruit, and 
allow the qì to spill out, as if what you love is on the outside. This is responding to the qì 
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of summer and the way of nurturing growth. If you go against it, you will damage the 
heart. [As the result,] in the fall [you will see] malaria, you will lack provisions to support 
harvest, and severe illness will occur when winter arrives. 

Notes 

• 發陳: This describes the first three months of the year, beginning right after the 
spring equinox when the plants start to sprout with the explosive dynamism of early 
spring. In most popular Chinese explanations of this term as well as by some medical 
commentators such as Zhang Zhicong, 陳 is read as “old,” which is certainly one of 
its established meanings, as in the compound 推陳出新 “get rid of the old and bring 
out the new.” The compound thus can be read in the sense of “to forcefully push out 
and get rid of the old, stale qi that has accumulated over the winter months.” It is, 
however, equally possible to read 陳 based on its etymology (a palisade or wall of 
trees, with the phonetic 申), in other words as to display, line up, or deploy (i.e., 
troops), to make public, to manifest.  

• The pulse associated with spring is called 弦 xián “string-like”, meaning either taut 
like the string of an instrument or, according to Dr. Long, bowstring, manifesting in a 
smooth curve like the curve of a bow. In contrast, the seasonal pulses of the other 
three seasons are referred to as 洪 hóng (“surging”), ⽑毛 máo (“feathery,” firm in the 
center but soft on the outside), and ⽯石 shí (“stone-like,” i.e. deeply sunken, so that 
you have to press firmly to even detect the pulse). 

• 夜臥: The Taisu edition of this passage has 晚臥 (“go to bed late”) instead, clarifying 
the meaning of 夜. 

• 緩形: According to Dr. Long, this does not refer to relaxing the physical body but 
rather to wearing non-restrictive clothing, which also allows the yang qi to spread 
freely. 

• 志: While this term is often associated specifically with the kidney in medical 
literature, including the Neijing, it can also be used in a more general sense, as 
referring to the mental-emotional state of the person in general. This is clearly how 
it is to be read here, since the term is used in all of the four seasons, associated 
with the liver, heart, lung, and kidney in turn.   

• 寒變: Cold-related disorders will arise in the summer because the wood of spring 
(associated with the liver) was unable to support the fire of summer (associated 
with the heart), so that the cold water of winter (associated with the kidney) 
overpowers it instead.  

• Growth 長 zhǎng is the natural and physiological activity associated with the summer 
season in related passages like Suwen 5.  

• 華英: Commentators disagree on the meaning of these two terms. Unschuld quotes 
Chen Shide who cites the Erya definition that 華 refers to the flowers of trees 
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while 英 refers to the flowers of herbs. Other early texts equate the two terms or 
define 英 as the name of flowers 華 that bear no fruit. In the present context, 
Zhang Jiebin, lastly, interprets the compound quite differently as 神氣 “spirit qì.” I 
read it as advice on the mental-emotional state, based on context. 

• 無厭於日: This has been interpreted in many different ways, from not getting fed up 
飽 with the abundant sunshine to not getting tired 倦 from working long days. I 
follow Dr. Long’s reading of 厭 as 懨, meaning indolent, lax. 

• 痎瘧: This compound can ever be interpreted as a general reference to malaria, or as 
a specific type of malaria that arises intermittently every other day. This is the 
definition of 痎 in the Shuowen Jiezi: ⼆二日⼀一發瘧也. In either case, it is a sign of 
overactive fire torturing metal because yang qi has not been allowed to be dispersed 
to the outside and instead flames upward in the body. Weakened in this way, metal 
is then unable to produce water, causing yet more illness in the winter. 

 

SECTION ONE, PART TWO 

（三）秋三月，此謂容平，天氣以急，地氣以明，早臥早起，與雞俱

興，使志安寧，以緩秋刑，收斂神氣，使秋氣平，無外其志，使肺氣

清，此秋氣之應，養收之道也，逆之則傷肺，冬為飱泄，奉藏者少。 

（四）冬三月，此謂閉藏，水冰地坼，無擾乎陽，早臥晚起，必待日

光，使志若伏若匿，若有私意，若已有得，去寒就溫，無泄皮膚使氣

亟奪，此冬氣之應，養藏之道也。逆之則傷腎，春為痿厥，奉生者少

。 

3) The three months of autumn: This is the season referred to as “receiving and balance.” 
The qì of heaven thereby is harsh and the qì of earth thereby is clear. Go to bed early and 
rise early, stirring with the chickens! Let your will be calm and tranquil, in order to relax 
the punishments of autumn! Gather in and restrain your spirit and your qì, to make the qì 
of autumn balanced. Do not allow your will to stray outside and thereby make your lung 
qì clear. This is responding to the qì of autumn and the way of nurturing harvest. If you 
go against it, you will damage the lung. [As the result,] in winter [you will see] swill 
diarrhea, and you will lack provisions to support storage. 

4) The three months of winter: This is the season referred to as “shuttering and storing.” 
The water freezes and the earth cracks. Do not harass the yáng and go to bed early and 
rise late! You must wait for the sunlight [to get up] and make your will appear as if lying 
low and going into hiding, as if having selfish intentions, as if having already obtained 
[something]. Avoid the cold and stay close to warmth, do not allow leakage through the 
skin and avoid extreme qì deprivation. This is responding to the qì of winter and the way 
of nurturing storage. If you go against it, you will damage the kidney. [As the result,] in 
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spring [you will see] wilting and reversal, and you will lack provisions to support 
sprouting. 

Notes 

• 容平: This expression is tricky to render into English. 容 refers to the ability to 
receive, to take in and absorb, while 平 refers to the need to consolidate plans, to 
act calmly and take things step-by-step, avoiding turbulence. The harsh energy of 
fall does resemble metal in that it is killing, it makes thing contract, and dries out 
the earth. Plants dry up and mature, ready to be harvested, and lose the lushness of 
the early summer. The “clarity” of earth qì can perhaps best be visualized as the 
crispness of a late fall morning, full of light, most intense in locations of high 
altitude. 

• 飧泄: Translated by Wiseman as “swill diarrhea” this is a technical term referring to 
diarrhea that contains undigested food particles. The original term 飧 refers to rice 
that has been soaked or partially cooked in water but is still distinguishable as 
distinct particles. 

• 冬⾄至重病: According to some commentators, these four characters seem out of place 
and could be a later insertion or commentary that was mistakenly incorporated into 
the source text. In addition, 冬⾄至 can be interpreted as “when winter arrives” or as 
“at the time of the winter solstice,” and 重病 as “recurrence of illness” or as 
“aggravation of the illness.” 

• 若已有得: The Taisu and Ishimpo versions of this passage have 德”virtue/power” 
instead of 德 “obtain/achieve.” 

• 無泄皮膚: This is a warning about protecting the bodily fluids during this season and 
avoiding excessive sweating in particular. The important action to promote in medical 
therapy instead is to tonify deficiency. 

• 匿, 得, and 亟 all rhyme, and the Taisu version has 不亟 instead of 亟奪. Many 
commentators therefore agree that 亟奪 is a textual corruption.  

• 若伏若匿: This refers to insects going into hiding underground and animals going into 
hibernation in caves, respectively. 

• 痿厥: These two terms refer to diseases of the sinews 筋. 痿 specifically refers to 
the motor functions that the sinews carry out by connecting the joints. When the 
sinews become hypotonic, flaccidity results (i.e. “wilting”). The character 痿 is 
etymologically related to 萎, which depicts a woman collapsing from carrying too 
heavy of a load. In serious cases, this syndrome can even lead to loss of muscle. This 
symptom is related to the liver. 厥, on the other hand, can have three different 
meanings: a) cold extremities (and in ancient texts also hot extremities), b) reverse 
qì, i.e., qi that shoots up in a direction opposite the qì dynamic, and c) loss of 
consciousness, syncope. In the present context, jué is a sign of liver-wood 
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overacting and causing this syndrome through the uprising or surging of liver yáng, 
as in 奔豚 “bolting piglet” syndrome. 

Commentary: 

This passage describes the four seasons, missing the fifth season of long or old summer, associated with 化 
“transformation” and the spleen/stomach system, which is mentioned in other accounts of seasonal change.  

In any case, being out of harmony with the seasons affects first the zang organs in charge of that season and 
then also the organ that follows it in the cycle of generation. For example, liver-wood affects heart-fire. The 
summer is an exception here because it mentions the element associated with fire in the ke cycle, namely 
fire overacting on metal. In the fall, the diarrhea is a sign that the spleen (i.e. earth) has been affected, in the 
sense of the child stealing energy from the mother, which is the opposite of the generating cycle. 

According to Dr. Long, in the description of the seasons, the Dào of the natural world came first, followed 
later by rationalizations first as the 五材 (“five basic materials”) and then as the 五行 (“five agents”). 
These were then explained in ways less intuitive than the original weather changes, i.e., metal forms drops 
to “engender” water. 

The summer prepares for the hot humid weather of late summer, which in turn promotes the maturing and 
ripening of crops in the fall. 

 

SECTION TWO 

（一）天氣，清淨光明者也，藏德不止，故不下也。 

（二）天明則日月不明，邪害空竅，陽氣者閉塞，地氣者冒明，雲霧

不精，則上應白露不下。 

（三）交通不表，萬物命故不施，不施則名木多死。惡氣不發，風雨

不節，白露不下，則菀稾不榮。 

（四）賊風數至，暴雨數起，天地四時不相保，與道相失，則未央絕

滅。 

1) The qì of heaven is marked by a state of clearness and tranquility, and by radiant 
brightness. It ceaselessly keeps its power stored/hidden and therefore does not descend. 

2) If heaven were to shine brightly, the sun and moon would not shine brightly. Evil 
would harm the orifices. Yáng qì would be sealed off and congested and the qì of earth 
would be veiled in its radiance. Clouds and fog would not become refined, and as a result 
above would correspond, and white dew would fail to descend. 

3) If interaction and mutual penetration [of heaven and earth qì] fail to manifest, the 
allotted lifespan of the myriad things therefore cannot be sustained. When not sustained, 
as a result [even] the eminent trees die in profusion. Malign qì cannot be dispersed, wind 
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and rain are irregular, and white dew fails to descend. As a result, luxuriant growth turns 
into dry stalks instead of growing to fruition. 

4) Robber winds arrive in great numbers, and fulminant rains arise in great numbers. 
Heaven and earth and the four seasons fail to foster each other and lose their accordance 
with the Dào. As a result, things are cut off and perish before they have reached even half 
[of their allotted lifespan]. 

Notes 

• 不下: This can be interpreted in different ways as “does not [cause its ‘power’] to 
descend,” or as “it does not itself descend.” Some commentators even read 下 as 少, 
in the sense that Heaven’s qì is never diminished. 

• Related to the first line is a phrase in Lingshu 8 《本身》“、「天之在我者德也。地之
在我者氣也。德流氣薄⽽而⽣生者也。」”Heaven being located in myself is dé. Earth being 
located inside myself is qì. When dé flows [down] and qì presses close, life results.” 

• 空: According to some commentators, this should be read as 孔 here. In either case, 
it refers to empty spaces. 

• 明: some commentators read this character in the entire passage as 萌 méng, which 
in turn can be read as 盲 máng, “confused” or “blinded.” Other editions have a 不 in 
front of the first 明: If heaven is not shining brightly, the sun and moon are not 
shining brightly either…. 

• 精: Based on similar passages, many commentators read the character as 晴 qíng 
here, meaning a clear blue sky. In other words, the clouds and fog would fail to clear 
away, leaving a hazy obscure atmosphere. I have chosen a more literal approach, 
because 不精 can also convey the idea of failure to condense, to alchemically 
transform into the refined manifestation of rain that falls and thereby clears the 
air, leaving it bright and crisp instead of hazy and obscure. 

• 施 should here be read as 延, to extend, to last, to sustain. 

• 惡氣不發: When heaven and earth fail to interact, death becomes widespread, even 
affecting the famous ancient trees that have survived for many centuries so far.  In 
the form of the 六淫, the “six pernicious influences,” abnormal weather becomes 
excessive and the malign qì (here read as pathogenic weather influences) becomes 
increasingly harmful. 

• 白露: White dew is the name of one of the 24 seasonal markers 節氣 in the lunar 
calendar. It marks the arrival of the first frost in fall, in the ninth month, as the 
result of late/old summer (長夏 zhǎng xià “old summer”) damp heat steaming up and 
encountering the cooling effect of the turn toward winter. Dew is associated with 
rain and as such is something that descends from Heaven, in contrast with fog that 
ascends from the earth. The season of White Dew is associated with the 
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consolidating and killing effect of metal qì in autumn, to prepare the plants for 
harvest. 

• Line Two as a whole can be explained by reading it as a description of physiology: 天
明 can refer to Yang qi that is being too bright and rushing up, causing bulging eyes, 
plugged ears, and other signs of excess in the upper body. Thus if we read 天明 as 
yang qi, it will harm the body if in excess. 

• 未央：This expression can be read in different ways, with 央 either as 久 (“long”), as 
半 (“half”), or as 盡 (“used up all the way”). The general meaning is obviously that 
things die prematurely. 

 

SECTION THREE 

（一）唯聖人從之，故身無奇病，萬物不失，生氣不竭。 

（二）逆春氣，則少陽不生，肝氣內變。逆夏氣，則太陽不長，心氣

內洞。逆秋氣，則太陰不收，肺氣焦滿。逆冬氣，則少陰不藏，腎氣

獨沈。 

（三）夫四時陰陽者，萬物之根本也。所以聖人春夏養陽，秋冬養陰。

以從其根，故與萬物沈浮於生長之門。逆其根，則伐其本，壞其真矣

。 

1) Only sages accord with [the changes of the Dào]. Therefore, their body is not affected 
by unusual diseases, they do not lose harmony with the ten-thousand things and they do 
not exhaust their life-giving qì. 

2) If you go against the qì of spring, shàoyáng fails to [induce] sprouting and liver qì is 
affected by internal pathological changes. If you go against the qì of summer, tàiyáng 
fails to [induce] growth, and heart qì caves in internally. If you go against the qì of 
autumn, tàiyīn fails to [induce] harvest, and lung qì is scorched and full. If you go against 
the qì of winter, shàoyīn fails to [induce] storage, and kidney qì is turbid and sunken. 

3) Now the four seasons and yīn and yáng are the root and foundation of the myriad 
things. For this reason, the sages nurture yáng in the spring and summer and nurture yīn 
in the autumn and winter. According with the root, therefore you can rise and sink with 
the ten thousand things at the gate to sprouting and growth. Going against this root, you 
cut off the trunk and harm what is genuine! 

Notes 

• 萬物不失: In this context, some commentators suggest reading 物 as 事 “affairs.” In 
that case you’d read the line as “they do not fail in all their undertakings.” 
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• Line Two serves a summary of the previous few paragraphs by listing the results of 
going against the proper qì of each season instead of 養生長收藏 “nurturing sprouting 
(shaoyang, spring, liver), growth (taiyang, summer, heart), harvest (shaoyin, autumn, 
lung) and going into storage (taiyin, winter, kidney).” To compliment this list, some 
Neijing chapters include the spleen, which is associated with “old summer” 長夏 and 
至陰 (either as “extreme/ultimate” yin or as “arrival of/reaching yin,” which makes 
more sense since spleen-earth is less yin than kidney-water. Spleen qì is said to 
exist both at the end of summer but also for the last 18 days of each season. 

• 腎氣獨沈: Most commentators read 獨 as 濁, following the version of this passage in 
the Jiayijing. Alternatively, it could mean “sunken and in isolation.” Turbid kidney qì 
is a reference to water metabolism, such as frequent urination or 癃閉 “painful 
urinary block.” Urine needs to steam up and become clear, but if this function fails, 
it can become turbid. Winter is the season dedicated to the storage function, so 
sexual intercourse needs to be reduced. As a result, frequent sex and inadequate 
storage of jīng essence may cause febrile diseases in spring: 冬不藏精，春必溫病。 
This refers to kidney qi failing to rise and sinking ever deeper instead. According to 
Dr. Long, many seasonal illnesses, especially in the spring are not actually Cold 
Damage diseases and should therefore not be treated with Guizhi Tang or Mahuang 
Tang, which will only further amplify the deficiency, but should be treated as 
wenbing with formulas like Yinqiao San instead. 

Commentary: 

Suwen 2 emphasizes the importance of placing the individual in harmony with the seasonal changes by 
nourishing yáng in the spring and summer, and yīn in the fall and winter. While this information is 
mostly read as applying to diet and lifestyle, it is also important to consider its relevance in terms of 
clinical treatment. As such, very hot herbs like fuzi, ganjiang, and wuzhuyu, for example, are 
inappropriate in the summer, a time when yáng qì is at its peak. Similarly, the consumption of 
excessively cold substances in winter damages fragile yang qi that is stored deeply inside during this 
season.  

Fall and winter are the time of contracting energy and therefore the best times for treating by means of 
gentle supplementation, to nourish yin qi more easily than this can be done during spring and summer. 
This is therefore the best time to take substances like ejiao or danggui, but you should stop them in 
April to accord with the change of the seasons. At the same time, you should nourish yin by actions 
like going to bed early because the sun sets learly, and avoid excessive sexual intercourse. 

Substances like baihe or juicy moistening foods are appropriate for nourishing the lung in the dry fall 
weather. On the other hand, asthma is aggravated in winter due to cold air and yet can be treated 
effectively in the summer, especially around the time of the summer solstice, according to the principle 
冬病夏治 “treat winter disease in the summer,” since this is the best time to boost yang qi.  

At the same time, however, yang qi is already abundant in the macrocosm during the summer and 
spring, but needs extra protection in the winter, when it is weak in the external environment. So weak 
yang qi needs to be protected in the fall and winter, but the best time to nourish it in general is the 
spring and summer. Especially in spring, however, yang qi also has a tendency to disperse to the 
outside (外勝而內虛 “external exuberance and internal vacuity”). In the summer, people’s preference 
for eating cool foods like watermelon or ice cream and spending time in cool places may damage yang 
qi inadvertently and cause disease that conflicts with the prevailing qi. 
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SECTION FOUR 

（一）故陰陽四時者，萬物之終始也，死生之本也，逆之則災害生，

從之則苛疾不起，是謂得道。 

（二）道者，聖人行之，愚者佩之。從陰陽則生，逆之則死，從之則

治，逆之則亂。反順為逆，是謂內格。 

（三）是故聖人不治已病，治未病，不治已亂，治未亂，此之謂也。 

（四）夫病已成而後藥之，亂已成而後治之，譬猶渴而穿井，鬭而鑄

錐，不亦晚乎。 

1) For this reason, yīn yáng and the four seasons are the beginning and end of the ten 
thousand things, and the foundation of life and death. If you go against them, disaster and 
harm will be born. If you accord with them, severe illness will not arise. This is what is 
called “obtaining the Dào.” 

2) This Dào! Sages practice it, but fools adorn themselves with it.  According with yīn 
and yáng results in life, going against it results in death. According with it results in good 
management, going against it results in chaos. To oppose being in alignment with it is 
going against it, this is what is called “internal repulsion.” 

3) For this reason, the sages do not treat what is already diseased but treat what is not yet 
diseased, and do not put in order what is already in chaos, but put in order what is not yet 
in chaos. This is what I am talking about. 

4) Now to have an illness that has already formed and only afterwards treat it with 
medication, to have chaos that has already formed and only afterwards put it in order, this 
is just like being thirsty and then digging a well, or to be in the middle of combat and 
then forging sharp weapons. Isn’t it too late indeed at this point? 

Notes 

• 佩 pèi: Literally, to wear as an ornament on the waist. Here I have chosen a literal 
meaning based on a parallel passage in the Taisu: 聖人得道之言，行之於身，寶之於心
府也；愚者得道之章，佩之於衣裳，寶之於名利也。”Speaking about the sages’ 
obtaining the Dào, they practice it in their person and treasure it in their heart 
palace, while the fools adorn their clothes with it and treasure it for their 
reputation and profit.” In other words, fools make a show of it and display their 
mastery of the Dào for all the world to see. 

• 內格: The character 格 here has a technical meaning, “to wrestle, fight against.” This 
term is most commonly found in conditions that can be described as 陰格陽於外 “yin 
repels/pushes yang to the outside” or 陰勝格陽 “yin is exuberant and repels yang.” In 
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such cases, yin is too strong, and yang is too weak, so yin pushes yang out. This 
manifests with pathological heat presenting either upward as 戴陽 (great heat in the 
chest, red cheeks, and elsewhere in the upper body) or outward as 真寒假熱 (false 
heat presentations. In such cases, hot formulas need to be modified with cooling 
ingredients, such as Si Ni Jia Zhudanzhi Tang (Si Ni Tang with the addition of 
cooling pig bile), to direct the hot formula inside and prevent it from being vomited 
out immediately. 

 


